Private Detectives London Launches Guaranteed Results on
Investigations Pledge
Private Detectives London is a private detective agency with over 35 years
experience, they have recently launched a guaranteed results pledge on their
investigation and surveillance services.
London, London February 13, 2014 (FPRC) -- London is home to some 8.2 million people, and has
the highest population density in the country. This throws up a lot of challenges, and also a lot of
temptations. As the home of UK business and finance, there is also no shortage of clandestine
agreements and under the table deals happening that can affect a business’ prospects and future.
To discover what people are trying to keep secret requires a very particular set of skills, and Private
Detectives London have both the skills and technology to get the results clients need, guaranteed.
The company has recently launched a website to promote its services to a wider field of clients, after
being active in the city for over thirty years. The site details their services for matrimonial
investigations, commercial investigations, corporate investigations and private investigations.
The detectives can be hired by individuals or by solicitors on their behalf, and they can undertake
email, text and phone forensics, vehicle tracking, fraud investigations, asset location and even lie
detector tests on behalf of clients. Anyone looking to discover the truth in any capacity can find
services that will enable them to do so with Private Detectives London.
A spokesperson for london-privatedetectives.co.uk explained, “We have been doing this long
enough to know all the best methods to find information and evidence sufficient to satisfy any client,
and that’s why we guarantee to unlock the truth. Our services are the most comprehensive in
London, and we make use of the latest technological innovations without stepping over the
boundaries of the law. We are also extremely discrete and specialise in observing unobserved, so
people can trust us to carry out sensitive operations on their behalf. Interested parties can call or
visit the website to get a free quote.”
About Private Detectives London: Private Detectives London are detectives dedicated to finding out
the truth whatever the requirements. They offer a complete range of services, from Matrimonial to
Corporate and Commercial investigations. Using state of the art technology coupled with over 35
years experience they will quickly, efficiently and discretely carry out any investigation on behalf of
clients and get the results they need. For more information, please visit:
http://london-privatedetectives.co.uk
Contact Information
For more information contact Racheal Porter of Private Detectives London
(http://london-privatedetectives.co.uk/)
020 7127 0406
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